
THE ECO FENCE
FENCE AND GATE SYSTEM



Get full privacy 



Or create a cozy corner 



WHY CHOOSE COMPOSITE OVER VINYL 

Composite wood is a type of material that's made from wood fibers and plastic, while vinyl is a 
type of plastic that is made from non-renewable petroleum. Vinyl is not biodegradable and can 
release harmful chemicals like vinyl chloride, dioxins, and mercury.

Here are some advantages of composite over vinyl: 
 
Appearance: Composite wood can mimic the look and feel of natural wood, while vinyl has a 
more artificial and uniform appearance. Composite wood also comes in a variety of colors and 
styles, while vinyl has a more limited range of options. 
 
Durability: Composite wood is resistant to rot, mold, insects, and fading, while vinyl can crack, 
warp, fade, and become brittle over time, on account of hit, cold and wind. Composite wood 
also has a higher fire rating than vinyl, which means it is less likely to catch fire or melt. 
 
Environmental impact: Our Composite wood is made from recycled materials, which 
reduces waste and conserves natural resources. Vinyl, on the other hand, is made from non-
renewable petroleum, which contributes to greenhouse gas emissions and pollution.



WHY CHOOSE COMPOSITE OVER WOOD 

Durability: Composite wood fencing can resist rot, mold, insects, and weather damage 
better than wood. It does not need frequent painting or staining, and can last for 15-20 
years or more.
 
Sustainability: Composite wood fencing uses recycled materials, which reduces waste 
and environmental impact. It also does not contribute to deforestation, unlike wood 
fencing that requires cutting down trees. 
 
Aesthetics: Composite wood fencing comes in various colors, styles, and designs that 
can match any preference or landscape. It can also mimic the look and feel of natural 
wood, without the drawbacks.
 
Therefore, composite wood fencing is a better choice than wood fencing for 
homeowners who want a durable, no maintenance, Eco-friendly, and attractive fence. 
 



ADVANTAGES 

• Simple Interlocking Install
• Low Maintenance
• Waterproof
• Eco Friendly 
• Weatherproof
• Flame Retardant 
• Noise Reduction
• Wind resistant
• 20 Years Warranty
• Timeless Appearance



EASY INSTALLATION

interlocking board

heavy duty composite post

end rail

start rail

post cap



FENCE BOARD COLORS

charcoal antique gray brown teak beige



CUSTOMIZABLE 
GATES
By choosing the Eco Fence gate frame, you can customize 
the width of the door to fit any opening up to 3.5 feet. You 
can also personalize the filling by changing boards with the 
colors of your choice.

We offer custom orders in other sizes.5.7’

3.5’
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